Topological quantum phases cannot be characterized by Ginzburg-Landau type order parameters, and are instead described by non-local topological invariants. Experimental platforms capable of realizing such exotic states now include "synthetic" many-body systems such as ultracold atoms or photons. Unique tools available in these systems enable a new characterization of strongly correlated many-body states. Here we propose a general scheme for detecting topological order using interferometric measurements of elementary excitations. The key ingredient is the use of mobile impurities which bind to quasiparticles of a host many-body system. Specifically we show how fractional charges can be probed in the bulk of fractional quantum Hall systems. We demonstrate that combining Ramsey interference with Bloch oscillations can be used to measure Chern numbers of individual quasiparticles, which gives a direct probe of their fractional charges. We discuss possible extensions of our method to other topological many-body systems, such as spin liquids.
Topological quantum phases cannot be characterized by Ginzburg-Landau type order parameters, and are instead described by non-local topological invariants. Experimental platforms capable of realizing such exotic states now include "synthetic" many-body systems such as ultracold atoms or photons. Unique tools available in these systems enable a new characterization of strongly correlated many-body states. Here we propose a general scheme for detecting topological order using interferometric measurements of elementary excitations. The key ingredient is the use of mobile impurities which bind to quasiparticles of a host many-body system. Specifically we show how fractional charges can be probed in the bulk of fractional quantum Hall systems. We demonstrate that combining Ramsey interference with Bloch oscillations can be used to measure Chern numbers of individual quasiparticles, which gives a direct probe of their fractional charges. We discuss possible extensions of our method to other topological many-body systems, such as spin liquids.
Many-body systems with spontaneous symmetry breaking can be described by Ginzburg-Landau theories, formulated in terms of local order parameters. This powerful approach provides a universal description of systems with very different microscopic Hamiltonians but with similar type of symmetry breaking, such as superfluids and ferromagnets. The integer and fractional quantum Hall effects (IQHE and FQHE) [1] [2] [3] in contrast are examples of quantum phases of matter, for which no local order parameters exist. Instead, these systems are described by non-local topological invariants [4] . The fractional charges of elementary excitations [2, 3] , the many-body Chern number C [5] and, in the case of quantum spin liquids, fractional quantum Hall systems and fractional Chern insulators [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the groundstate degeneracy on a torus [14] , constitute important examples of topological order parameters. * Corresponding author email: fgrusdt@physics.harvard.edu Probing -and, in some cases, even defining -the nonlocal order parameters of topological systems with strong correlations represents a major experimental and theoretical challenge. Many indicators used in the theoretical description of such systems, like the entanglement entropy [15, 16] and spectrum [17] , are difficult to probe directly in current experiments, although first steps in this direction have been undertaken [18] [19] [20] [21] . Previously it has been shown that edge excitations can be used to detect topological orders by measuring their fractional charges [4, [22] [23] [24] and statistics [4] .
Here we introduce an alternative approach which al- FIG. 1. We propose a scheme for the measurement of manybody topological invariants of interacting states with topological order. It can be applied to measure the Chern numbers of Abelian quantum Hall states (for example of Laughlin type) and of their topological excitations, as illustrated in (a). An elementary excitation (here a quasihole) is coupled to a mobile two-component impurity. When the impurity is tightly bound to the quasihole, a topological polaron is formed. It can be labeled by its quasi-momentum q, and its two internal degrees of freedom ↑, ↓ and can be used to perform interferometry. The spectrum of the many-body system is depicted in (b) for a generic 1D case. The topological invariant of the qp band structure can be measured using tools developed for non-interacting systems by a combination of Bloch oscillations and Ramsey interferometry.
lows one to measure topological order parameters directly in the bulk of the system, without the need of relying on the bulk-edge correspondence. The main idea is to map out the topology characterizing the effective bandstructure of elementary quasiparticle (qp) excitations. As will be pointed out, it is intimately related to the topological order of the groundstate. In particular, we show how the Chern numbers of the effective qp bandstructures can be measured by combining Bloch oscillations with a Ramsey interferometric sequence, see FIG.1. We point out that they are directly related to the corresponding (fractional) charges for arbitrary Abelian quantum Hall states, and show how the Chern number of the manybody groundstate can be derived. Our scheme extends earlier ideas [25] [26] [27] [28] , which have been developed to measure topological invariants of essentially non-interacting particles (ultracold atoms in particular), to the realm of strongly correlated quantum many-body systems. More generally, our interferometric method paves the way for a detailed investigation of qp properties, including, possibly, their braiding statistics. Our method is ideally suited to systems of ultracold atoms, which recently emerged as a new promising platform for realizing and probing various topological states of matter. The ability to perform interferometric measurements in such systems is one of their key technical advantages in comparison with other experimental setups. Cold atoms provide a versatile toolbox, allowing to engineer not only single-particle properties of Hamiltonians, like the shape of optical lattice potentials, but also the interactions between particles [29] [30] [31] [32] . Recently the Chern number has been measured in transport experiments [33] and the celebrated Haldane model has been realized [34] in systems of weakly interacting ultracold atoms. An experimental realization of the FQHE in such systems [6, 7, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] should be within reach with the currently available tools. In addition, direct and fully coherent control over individual atoms has been demonstrated in experiments with ultracold quantum gases, see e.g. Refs. [40, 41] . In the present article we present a new concept of using impurity atoms as coherent probes of the topological invariants of strongly correlated manybody systems of host atoms.
RESULTS
The key idea of our approach is to measure the Chern number of the effective qp bandstructure using a generalization of the interferometric technique developed for non-interacting systems in Refs. [25, 26] . First, let us briefly summarize the main idea of the interferometric protocol for a weakly interacting Bose-Einstein condensate loaded in a two-dimensional Bloch band, in a system with an effective magnetic field. The first ingredient to measure the corresponding Chern number C, is a direct detection of the geometric Zak phase ϕ Zak (k y ) [25] for a given value of the quasi-momentum k y .
To this end, the condensate is moved to (k x , k y ), where a π/2 Ramsey pulse is used to prepare a superposition of two internal states σ =↑, ↓. The initial wavefunction thus reads (| ↑ + | ↓ ) ⊗ |k x , k y / √ 2. Next, sufficiently weak opposite forces F (↓) = −F (↑) are applied such that the two components undergo Bloch oscillations, see FIG. 1 (b) . When the force is applied along the x-axis for a time ∆t = G x /2F , where G x denotes the width of the magnetic Brillouin zone (BZ) containing an integer number of magnetic flux quanta, the two components pick up a relative geometric phase ϕ Zak (k y ) [42] and the wavefunction reads | ↑ + e iϕ Zak (ky) | ↓ ⊗ |G x /2, k y / √ 2. By recombining the two states using a second π/2 Ramsey pulse, the Zak phase can be read out. This measurement can be repeated for different values of k y [26] , and the winding of the Zak phase across the magnetic BZ in k y -direction (size G y ) gives the Chern number [43] ,
For more details, including the discussion of dynamical phases and gauge dependence of the Zak phase, the reader is referred to Refs. [25] [26] [27] [28] . Now we extend the interferometric protocol to strongly correlated systems. The key idea is to apply the exact same sequence as described above to a single qp excitation in the host system. To obtain fully coherent control of the qp, it is coupled to a mobile impurity. The resulting composite object (the impurity bound to the topological excitation) will be called a topological polaron (TP), which is at the heart of our scheme. We assume that the impurity has an internal degree of freedom σ, which allows one to perform Ramsey interferometry as described above. By applying opposite forces σ z F e x directly to the two impurity components for the same time ∆t = G x /2F as in the non-interacting case (where G x is defined for host particles), a topological invariant can be measured which will be identified as the Chern number C TP of the effective TP bandstructure (for more details see Methods Section). Note that now |k x , k y stands for the full many-body wavefunction describing the TP at quasi-momentum (k x , k y ), and in this sense true manybody Zak phases ϕ Zak (k y ) are measured. Now our main results are summarized. We will establish that the Chern number of the TP bandstructure is directly related to the fractional charges of the qps. We will use Chern-Simons effective field theory for the description of Abelian fractional quantum Hall states and their excitations. In addition we introduce a numerically exact technique for calculating Zak phases of TPs for small systems. As a concrete example we will show for Laughlin states at the filling fraction ν = 1/m (defined as a ratio of particle density to flux density) that the TP Chern number, discussed in the protocol above, is given by the inverse of the fractional qp charge e * = e/m (e is the charge of particles in the host many-body system),
Therefore a measurement of the TP Chern number directly yields the fractional qp charge. The result in Eq.(2) moreover indicates a direct relation to the manybody Chern number C 0 = 1/m [5] of the incompressible ν = 1/m Laughlin groundstate, C 0 = 1/C TP . Similar relations are true for any Abelian quantum Hall state, where e/e * needs to be expressed in terms of the Kmatrix. In that case there exist J = 1, ..., n different qp sectors, with fractional charges e * J and qp Chern numbers C Topological polarons and qp Chern numbers Our discussion of TPs will be organized as follows. In this section we focus on the physical picture of TPs in fractional quantum Hall systems. We discuss the origin of equation (2) assuming that an impurity particle is strongly bound to a qp so the impurity current j σ µ (where µ = x, y, t and σ =↑, ↓) is equivalent to the qp current. Detailed discussion of the binding mechanism between the impurity and a qp will be presented in the next subsection.
As in the theoretical proposal of Ref. [26] and the experimental demonstration of Ref. [25] we assume that the two-component TP can be controlled by the force F acting on the impurity. (In experiments a spin-dependent force F could be realized by a magnetic field gradient.) We model this by coupling the TP current j σ µ to an external field that acts differently on the two internal states of the impurity but does not affect host particles. We describe this field by the potential B µ (σ) so that the external force acting on the impurity is given by
, where q denotes the charge of the impurity associated with the field B µ . We emphasize that the impurity is not affected directly by the gauge field creating a fractional quantum Hall state for host particles. However by binding a qp of the surrounding fractional quantum Hall state it acquires topologically non-trivial dynamics. This can be understood as arising from the particle-vortex duality of the FQHE, which implies that the moving qp bound to the impurity "sees" surrounding host particles as a source of effective flux.
Using the Chern-Simons description of the FQHE one can show (see Methods Section for details) that the effective Lagrangian describing the TP is given by (throughout the paper we set = 1)
Here A µ denotes the external gauge field corresponding to the homogeneous magnetic field b z seen by the host particles in the many-body quantum Hall system,
The second term in the Lagrangian (3) describes the emergent coupling of the TP to the gauge field A µ , albeit with a fractional A µ -charge e * = e/m. Hence according to Eq.(3) the TP sees an effective magnetic field b *
We emphasize again that the emergent coupling of impurity particles to the gauge field A µ arises only through binding of a qp excitation. For Laughlin states, a qp acquires an Aharonov-Bohm phase 2π when going around a single host particle. Hence the effective "flux density" seen by the qp is equal to the density of host particles, which is 1/m times the magnetic flux density of A µ . Now the Chern number C TP of the TP can easily be calculated. To this end we note that, in a homogeneous magnetic field b 0 , the Berry curvature F is constant, F = 1/(eb 0 ). The way we described the interferometric protocol above, we defined the TP Chern number by integrating the Berry curvature over the entire magnetic BZ of the host many-body system. Its size is G x × G y = 2πeb z , where b z is the magnetic field seen by host particles. Because the Berry curvature seen by the TP is F TP = 1/(eb * z ) we obtain
as claimed in Eq. (2) . Note that because of gauge invariance C TP ∈ Z has to be an integer [44, 45] , as long as the TP groundstate is non-degenerate for all k (see also Methods Section). Therefore, when the qp charge is not a fraction of one, the band of TP groundstates needs to have degeneracies. When e * /e = p/q, where p and q are relative prime, we expect p degenerate bands sharing a total Chern number of C tot TP = q. We find numerical signatures for this degeneracy, and a specific example is discussed in the supplementary.
Alternatively, the qp charge e * /e of the TP could be obtained directly from an interferometric measurement of the Aharonov Bohm phase Φ AB = 2π e * e Ab z /Φ 0 in the magnetic field b z . Here A denotes the area encircled by the TP and Φ 0 is the magnetic flux quantum. Because obtaining control over the impurity momentum is technically less challenging than achieving full spatial resolution, the interferometric measurement of the Chern number should be easier to implement.
Microscopic description Now we provide a microscopic description of TPs in correlated many-body systems interacting with a single impurity particle. To this end we investigate concrete models of interacting fermions on a lattice, whose groundstates are integer and fractional Chern insulators (ICI and FCI respectively) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . We develop an exact numerical method to solve this problem and compare our results to an approximate strong coupling theory of TPs which we also introduce below. Like before, we concentrate on states in the Laughlin universality class, with a single qp sector.
We consider a topologically ordered phase in a manybody system (referred to as the host system), described by the groundstate of a HamiltonianĤ 0 . For probing qp excitations, we introduce a mobile impurity with two internal states, described byĤ
denotes the kinetic energy andr the position operator of the impurity. The two internal states ↑ and ↓ of the impurity experience opposite forces ±F , as described by the Pauli matrixσ z . To bind qps to the impurity, a local interactionĤ int with the many-body system is introduced. Its concrete form can differ from model to model, but for simplicity we will assume throughout that it is independent of the internal state of the impurity. Thus our system is described by the HamiltonianĤ =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ I +Ĥ int . Local interactions between particles with multiple internal states are routinely realized in systems of ultracold atoms.
In equilibrium, i.e. for F = 0, the groundstate |ψ TP (q, σ) describes a TP and can be labeled by its quasi-momentum q and its internal state σ =↑, ↓. The external force F couples to the quasi-momentum q of the TP. This drives Bloch oscillations where the quasimomentum changes according to
. By applying the scheme described in Ref. [25] to the states |ψ TP (q, σ) the geometric Zak phases characterizing the TP band structure can be measured, see FIG.1. As discussed in the Methods Section, the corresponding Chern number is obtained by integrating the Berry curvature seen by the TP over the magnetic BZ of the host manybody system.
Strong coupling theory.-Before turning our attention to concrete models, we introduce the strong coupling theory of TPs which is inspired by Landau's and Pekar's treatment of the polaron problem in polar crystals [46, 47] . There are several important energy scales for describing TPs. Firstly qp excitations are characterized by the bandwidth J qp of their effective dispersion and by the energy required for their creation which is set by the bulk excitation gap ∆ 0 . Secondly the impurity is characterized by the effective hopping J I and the coupling strength to the host particles V . Our description of TPs requires the following hierarchy of scales. The qp gap ∆ 0 , which is larger than J qp , should be larger than J I and V , i.e. ∆ 0 J I , V . The impurity-host particle interaction strength V should be chosen such that the impurity binds precisely one qp. We also need J qp to be smaller than J I , i.e. J qp J I , so that the total momentum of the TP, which is effectively shared by the impurity and the qp, resides predominantly in the qp. Another way of understanding this requirement is that the impurity should be fast compared to the qp and thus follow its dynamics adiabatically.
Next we introduce a frame where the total momentum of the TP is conserved explicitly. To this end we restrict ourselves to a single qp and approximatê
with qp (k) being the effective dispersion of qps and |ψ qp (k) the qp state with momentum k. We apply the unitary transformation U LLP = e ip·Rqp introduced by Lee, Low and Pines (LLP) [48] , wherep is the impurity momentum operator and R qp is qp position operator conjugate to its momentum
as will be explained now. The kinetic part of the impurity Hamiltonian commutes with the impurity momentum, [p,Ĥ 0 I ] = 0, and remains unchanged.Ĥ int R qp = 0 denotes the interaction Hamiltonian for a qp localized in the origin of the new polaron frame. Here we assumed that (within the single qp approximation)Ĥ int =Ĥ int (r −R qp ) depends only on the relative distance between impurity and qp, and we used thatÛ † LLPrÛ LLP =r+R qp . Finally because [R qp ,P qp ] = i the qp momentum is shifted by an amount p in the last line, k → k −p.
Under the strong coupling conditions outlined above we can make a product ansatz for the TP wavefunction, |ψ TP (q) = |ψ qp (q) ⊗ |φ I , where the impurity follows the qp adiabatically. In the polaron frame the impurity sees a quasi-static potential created by the qp and its wavefunction |φ I is determined by the strong coupling impurity Hamiltonian
This leads to a modification of the effective qp dispersion in Eq. (5), which we approximate by
We proceed by eliminating the last term in the first line of Eq.(5) by a time-dependent gauge transformation U qp (t) = e iRqp·σ z F t . In the resulting effective Hamiltonian the force F couples to the conserved momentum k and the qp Hamiltonian in strong coupling theory thus readŝ
(7) Next we discuss how the topological invariant measured by the TP relates to the Chern number of the effective qp bandstructure using the strong coupling wavefunction. During the protocol described above (see also  FIG.1 ) the forceσ z F is applied and the TP wavefunction |ψ TP (q, t) = e iϕ |ψ qp (q − σ z F t) ⊗ |φ I follows its groundstate adiabatically. Thereby it picks up a phase ϕ containing a geometric part of 2πν TP which is measured by the Ramsey sequence (dynamical phases are discussed in Refs. [25, 26] ). Due to the product form of the strong coupling wavefunction we find two contributions, ν TP = ν qp + ν I .
The first contribution is picked up by the qp wavefunction, 2πν qp = dk · ψ qp (k)|i∇ k |ψ qp (k) . When the path in momentum space described by the TP in the interferometer encloses the (magnetic) BZ, the qp invariant is related to the TP Chern number defined above, The second contribution ν I is picked up by the impurity part of the wavefunction. In the adiabatic limit of small F it is 2πν I = −σ z dtF · φ I |r|φ I . This term corresponds to a geometric phase because it does not vanish in the limit when F → 0 and needs to be considered in general. It measures the displacement of the impurity wavefunction relative to the qp located in the origin of the polaron frame (recall that R qp = 0 in the interaction Hamiltonian) and can become relevant in lattice systems. However when a closed loop dtF = 0 is considered as in the interferometric sequence we discuss, the impurity invariant vanishes, ν I = 0.
Topological polarons in Chern insulators.-Now we turn our attention to a concrete model of interacting particles on a lattice, described by the Hofstadter-Hubbard Hamiltonian
The first term is the celebrated Hofstadter model [49] and it describes free particles hopping between the sites (m, n) of a square lattice in a magnetic field (using Landau gauge), where α denotes the magnetic flux density per plaquette (in units of the flux quantum) and t is the hopping amplitude. The second term describes nearest neighbor interactions of strength U between the particles. Here we consider fermions for concreteness, {ĉ m,n ,ĉ † m ,n } = δ m,m δ n,n , but a similar HofstadterHubbard model has also been discussed for bosons with contact interactions [6, 7] . For sufficiently small values of α, the groundstates of (9) show the IQHE and FQHE depending on the filling fraction ν.
To study TPs we consider the Hofstadter-Hubbard model (9) at filling ν = 1/m on a torus. We choose the number of flux quanta in the host many-body system N φ = N m + 1 such that the groundstate ofĤ 0 contains one quasihole excitation. Next we add a single impurity, described byb † m,n , hopping between the sites of the same two-dimensional lattice,
To bind the impurity to the quasihole, its interaction with the surrounding fermions is modeled by a repulsive contact potential,Ĥ int = V m,nĉ † m,nĉm,nb † m,nbm,n . In the following we consider an impurity with only a single internal state for simplicity.
The model proposed above, Eqs. (9), (10), can be implemented with ultracold atoms. In Refs [50, 51] the Hofstadter Hamiltonian was realized for bosons, and interactions can be introduced by using deep optical lattices. The impurity could be realized by adding a second atomic species, with different meta-stable internal states.
In the Methods Section we present a formalism for calculating the full many-body TP wavefunction |ψ TP (q) exactly for a given total momentum q, based on the LLP polaron transformation. Here we use this approach to obtain both the dispersion relation and the Chern number of TPs.
In FIG.2 (a) our results are shown for an ICI, with and without fermion-fermion interactions U . We consider the case α = 1/4 and use Landau gauge where the size of the magnetic unit cell is (a x = 4a) × a, with a denoting the lattice constant. We calculate the Chern number of the TP from the winding of the many-body Zak phase, C =
2π
π/a −π/a dk y ∂ ky ϕ Zak (k y ) [43] , see Methods Section for details. For comparison, the result of a simple strong coupling analysis is shown, where the impurity is bound to a free hole. Although the distribution of Berry curvature differs, the strong coupling theory predicts correctly the TP Chern number, C = 1. In FIG.2 (b) we repeat our calculations for a FCI at ν = 1/3, corresponding to a 1/3 Laughlin state. (We checked numerically that the incompressible groundstate ofĤ 0 has a fractional Chern number C 0 = 1/3 and the expected three-fold groundstate degeneracy on a torus.) The Chern number of the TP, which is determined as the winding of the Zak phase of the TP in FIG.2 (b) , has the value C = 3. This is expected from the field-theoretical arguments given in the beginning, see Eq.(2).
An important quantity for estimating the robustness of our protocol is the energy gap of the TP state. To get some analytical understanding, we first consider the continuum limit α → 0 when the system enters the quantum Hall regime. Here the impurity (mass M I ) interacts with fermions (mass M F ) in a filling-ν Laughlin state through a local contact interaction g IF δ (2) (r). Within the strong coupling theory introduced above, we find a finite TP binding energy given by
where B = 1/ √ eb 0 is the magnetic length and ω c = 1/(M F 2 B ) the cyclotron frequency. In FIG.3 we calculate the TP spectra numerically for small lattice systems and find low-energy states where the impurity is bound to the quasihole forming the TP. We observe that the TP gap ∆ TP shows large finite-size effects. The TP binding energy oscillates at a frequency given by the system size, but at the discrete momenta allowed by the finite quantization volume -which are indicated in the figures by circles -we find the largest values of the TP gap. In the case of ICI this TP gap constitutes a sizable fraction of the cyclotron gap ∆ TP ω c ≈ 4παt. Note that ω c provides an upper bound for the TP gap, ∆ TP < ω c , because at this energy unbound excitons can be created in the bulk. In the case of FCI in contrast, the TP gap is only a small fraction of the cyclotron energy, but so is the bulk gap ∆ LN of the FCI, ∆ LN < ω c [7] . In this case ∆ LN similarly provides an upper bound for the TP gap as the cyclotron energy in the ICI case, ∆ TP < ∆ LN .
To form a TP for mapping out the topological order of the host many-body system, we wish to realize the strong coupling limit described above. Thus, for impurity dynamics to be fast compared to qp tunneling, a weak qp dispersion is desirable. This can be achieved in lattice systems by including long-range hoppings for the host particles, see Ref. [1] . We simulated TPs in systems with long-range tunnelings of this kind (see also supplementary) and verified that the TP Chern number C = 3 is a robust feature of the groundstates.
DISCUSSION
By coupling a mobile impurity to the topological qp excitations of an incompressible many-body groundstate of host particles, a TP can be formed. Using internal degrees of freedom of the impurity, fully coherent control can be gained over individual qp excitations of the host many-body system. We demonstrated that TPs can be used to measure the topological invariants characterizing such qp excitations. In particular we developed an interferometric measurement scheme for qp Chern numbers and showed that these are directly related to the fractional charges of topological excitations in two dimensions. To this end we generalized schemes developed earlier for non-interacting systems and showed by explicit calculations that our scheme can be applied to integerand fractional quantum Hall systems and Chern insulators.
In systems of ultracold atoms, impurities can be realized e.g. by introducing another atomic species and their internal degree of freedom corresponds to different hyperfine states. To neglect the effects of interactions between TPs, the density of impurity atoms needs to be well below one atom per cyclotron orbit. We expect that, in order to realize TPs in an experiment, a main challenge will be their preparation. Because TPs can carry fractional charges as in the case of FCIs, their preparation requires non-local operations in general. Therefore we suggest to build impurity atoms into the state as defects already before preparing the incompressible many-body state of host atoms. One concrete approach would be to start from this system and cool it down into its groundstate. If the densities of majority and impurity atoms are suitably chosen, this leads to the formation of TPs. Alternative approaches have also been discussed in the literature [53] [54] [55] [56] .
The method presented in this article can provide a powerful experimental tool for detecting topological order in interacting many-body systems. It is ideally suited for cold atom experiments, which offer a rich toolbox with precise and fully coherent control over individual atoms. The concept of topological polarons as experimental probes for topological order can be generalized to other systems however, including for example qp excitations on topological superconductors, or systems with symmetry-protected topological orders. Another interesting direction would be to probe the (non-Abelian) braiding statistics of anyons by coupling them to impurities and forming topological polarons. In this case, one can envision interferometric sequences designed to probe braiding statistics, which work in real-space rather than momentum-space, as considered in this work.
We expect that our idea -which is to witness topological order in a groundstate by probing the topology characterizing the effective bandstructure of its qp excitations -may also be of broader theoretical interest. It provides a direct route how the concepts developed for non-interacting systems can be generalized to correlated many-body systems: We can define a set of topological invariants for a many-body state by considering singleparticle topological invariants of all quasiparticle excitations. These may include Chern numbers, Z 2 invariants or quantized Zak phases. The approach may be useful, for example, in the study of fractional topological insulators [57] or quantum spin liquid states [14] .
METHODS
Chern number of topological polarons In the main text we generalized the interferometric protocol developed for the measurement of Chern numbers of noninteracting particles [25, 26] to a single qp excitation in a strongly-correlated many-body system. The coupling to an impurity particle was necessary for adapting the interferometric protocol. In this way a topological invariant of the TP was defined which, as we will now argue, is the Chern number of the TP.
Consider a qp state |ψ TP (k x , k y ) which is characterized by its quasi-momentum (k x , k y ). Let us assume that the state is non-degenerate for all quasi-momenta. The corresponding Chern number C TP is then defined by the quantized Hall response to an external force F . In the case of TPs the external force F acts directly on the impurity and couples to the quasi-momentum according to d dt k = F . Using the Kubo-formula, Thouless et al. [44] have shown that the Chern number can be defined as an integral of the TP Berry curvature F TP over the (magnetic) Brillouin zone (BZ),
The Berry curvature F TP = ∇ k × u k |i∇ k |u k is defined through the Bloch wavefunction |u k constructed from |ψ TP (k) . The magnetic BZ is defined by the periodicity of the qp Hamiltonian, including gauge-dependent vector potentials [58] . The periodicity of the TP wavefunction
, where G is a reciprocal lattice vector, guarantees the integer quantization of the Chern number [44, 45] .
The magnetic BZ of the TP is determined by the microscopic details of the model for both the impurity as well as the host many-body system. Let us assume that the impurity either lives in the continuum (such that effectively the impurity lattice constant a → 0 vanishes) or that the unit-cell of the impurity lattice fits into the magnetic unit-cell of the host many-body system an integer number of times in a commensurable way. In either case, the magnetic BZ of the TP is then equal to the magnetic BZ of the host many-body system. This explains why, in our interferometric protocol, the TP Chern number needs to be defined as the winding of the Zak phase of the TP ϕ Zak (k y ) over the magnetic BZ of the host many-body system, k y → k y + G y .
Field theory of topological polarons Here we discuss a field theory description of TPs, allowing us to derive the topological invariants characterizing their effective bandstructure. We consider a more general situation than discussed in the main text and allow quantum Hall states with arbitrary Abelian topological order. The generalization of our interferometric protocol to this case is discussed in the end.
Our starting point is a field-theoretical description of the topologically ordered host many-body system. We consider an incompressible groundstate with Abelian topological order, described by a Chern-Simons theory of level n. Such theories are believed to classify all Abelian topological orders and are relevant e.g. for the hierarchical description of the FQHE [59] or multi-layer fractional quantum Hall systems. They are is characterized by the symmetric integer n-by-n matrix K and the charge vec-
a Iµ I j Iµ + kin. energy. (13) Here a µ = a I=1...n,µ are the auxiliary compact U (1) gauge fields from which the conserved current J µ of the many-body system can be derived, J µ = e 2π I ∂ ν a Iλ µνλ . As usual, µ, ν, ... = t, x, y denote temporal and spatial coordinates.
The first two terms of the Lagrangian (13) describe the response of the many-body system to the external U (1) gauge field A µ . Here e denotes the A µ -charge of the indistinguishable host particles constituting the manybody system. From the Euler-Lagrange equations the quantized Hall response is obtained, J µ = C 
The third term in (13) , see Ref. [4] . Thus we note that the Chern number of the incompressible groundstate is given by the sum of the fractional charges of elementary topological excitations, C = J e * J /e. When the impurity (in a given internal state) binds I qps of type I, their currents can be directly related to the TP current j µ by j Iµ = I j µ . This is demonstrated by a microscopic calculation in the main text. Using this expression and integrating out the auxiliary U (1) gauge fields a Iµ in the Lagrangian (13), see Ref. [60] , we obtain
where
We also included a coupling qB µ j µ of the impurity to an additional external field B µ . The first term in Eq. (15) is a Chern Simons term for the external gauge field A µ . The second term describes the braiding statistics of the TP, which coincides with the expected qp statistics, see e.g. Ref. [61] . The statistical phase e iθ picked up when interchanging two TPs adiabatically is given by θ = π T K −1 [4] . The last term, most important to our discussion, corresponds to an effective gauge field (A µ e * TP + B µ q) /e seen by the TP, where the A µ -charge of the TP is given by e * TP = e t T K −1 .
By applying the interferometric protocol introduced in the main text to different flavors J = 1, ..., n of TPs, all the Chern numbers (or, equivalently, all the fractional charges)
of elementary topological excitations can be measured.
To this end a single qp (or quasihole) of flavor J is bound to the impurity. The last equation is then derived as Eq. (4) in the main text. When the TP Chern numbers of all qps are known, the Chern number of the incompressible groundstate can be derived from Eq. (14),
Here ( Exact polaron transformation To calculate the topological invariants characterizing TPs exactly, we need its full wavefunction |ψ TP (q) for any given value of the total TP quasi-momentum q. Here we develop a method allowing to calculate |ψ TP (q) using exact numerical methods. Our approach is based on the Lee-Low-Pines (LLP) unitary transformation [48] introduced in the context of conventional polaron physics, which makes the conservation of the polaron momentum explicit. The effect of the external force F acting on the impurity is also discussed in this framework.
Our starting point is the impurity-centered LLP transformationÛ
To define the impurity position operatorR I and the fermion momentum operatorp c , a gauge choice is made. We introduce the magnetic unit cell of size a x ×a y for the fermion HamiltonianĤ 0 , see Eq. (9), which contains an integer number of flux quanta. Using the Landau gauge as in Eq. (9) and assuming α = r/s with r, s integers, we have a x = a and a y = sa. Next we label sites within the unit cell by an integer µ and define the impurity position operatorR
Here the integers j x,y label unit cells and (j, µ) is merely an alternative way of parametrizing the site indices (m, n) which were used previously in the definition of the model. Hence we see thatR I represents only the position of the unit cell, but not the positions of individual sites within one cell. Similarly the fermion momentum operator isp
where we introduced operators in momentum spacê c k,µ := 
T for integers i x = 1, ..., L x /a x and i y = 1, ...., L y /a y and with L x,y denoting system size in x and y direction. Note that although the impurity lattice has a smaller period of a we have chosen the larger magnetic unit cell of the fermion model in Eq. (19) . This is necessary to distinguish between inequivalent sites µ within one magnetic unit cell for both the fermions and the impurity.
We proceed by applying the LLP transformation defined above to the HamiltonianĤ =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ I +Ĥ int , see Eqs. (9), (10) . The new effective Hamiltonian in the polaron frame readsH(t) =Û † LLP (t)ĤÛ LLP (t) − iÛ † LLP (t)∂ tÛLLP (t). First we note that the many-body (fermion) HamiltonianĤ 0 trivially commutes with the LLP transformation because of its translational invariance by multiples of one magnetic unit-cell. The potential term F · m,n r m,nb † m,nbm,n in Eq.(10) also commutes with the LLP transformation, as can easily be checked.
To transform the kinetic energy of the impurity, we introduce the single-particle band Hamiltonian h In this supplementary we discuss the case when the quasiparticle charge e * /e = p/q is not the inverse of an integer, p = 1, and p, q are relative prime. In this case, the topological field theory of the topological polaron (TP) presented in the main text predicts a Chern number
Because the TP Chern number needs to be an integer due to gauge invariance, the groundstate manifold has to be at least p-fold degenerate. In that case all states share a total Chern number C tot TP = q. Here we explain the origin of this degeneracy (incommensurability of unit cells) and investigate numerically the ν = 1/3 Laughlin state. To this end we bind p = 2 quasiholes (qhs) to the impurity, which realizes the simplest non-trivial fraction e * /e = −2/3. Indeed we find a robust two-fold groundstate degeneracy and the Berry curvature is consistent with predictions from the topological field theory.
A. Topological field theory
To understand the origin of the two-fold groundstate degeneracy of the TP, let us recall our argument from the main text. The impurity is bound to two fractionally charged qhs with e * /e = −1/3 each. Every qh sees the original host particles as a source of magnetic flux. In a mean-field theory this leads to a homogeneous effective magnetic field b * z = − 2 3 b z seen by the impurity. The reasoning above relies on the effective low-energy topological field theory, which does not take into account lattice effects. Let us now treat the lattice as a perturbation, which is justified when the magnetic flux per plaquette α 1 is sufficiently small. The lattice defines the magnetic unit cell of the TP, see Methods Section of the main text. Its size is equal to that of the original magnetic unit cell of the host particles, 2π In reciprocal space, we thus arrive at a description of the system in a reduced zone with size 1/3 of the original magnetic Brillouin zone (BZ). Because it has half the size of the effective magnetic BZ, it contains two degenerate groundstates.
In this way we constructed two-fold degenerate groundstates in the original BZ of host particles. By taking into account lattice effects, small gaps may open which can be different everywhere in the BZ. Thus we understand the two-fold degeneracy as a consequence of the incommensurability of the original magnetic unit cell and the effective magnetic unit cell seen by the impurity. 
B. Numerical results
To check our prediction of a two-fold degenerate ground state, we simulated a fractional Chern insulator at filing ν = 1/3 with N = 2 fermions and with two qh excitations. To make our numerics more robust, we implemented the Kapit-Mueller lattice model [1] , where, instead of the nearest neighbor hoppings from Eq.(9) in the main text, long range tunnelings as suggested in Ref. [1] are used. This leads to flat bands, reducing the quasiparticle dispersion in the TP Hamiltonian. The impurity Hamiltonian, see Eq.(10) in the main text, is unchanged. To trap two quasiholes efficiently, we added additional nearest neighbor interactions of strength V /2 to the local interactionĤ int below Eq.(10) in the main text.
The resulting TP bandstructure has a numerically exact two-fold groundstate degeneracy. Also the higher bands are two-fold degenerate. This is in agreement with our theoretical prediction.
The lowest bands of the TP bandstructure are shown in FIG.5. We simulated N = 2 fermions on a 8 × 4 lattice with α = 1/4. This corresponds to N φ = 8 flux quanta in the system. The impurity hopping was J = 0.1t and the interaction strenghts were U = 10t and V = 0.5t.
In FIG.5 we observe additional degeneracies between the bands, found on the axis k y = 0. This suggests that the microscopic binding of the quasiholes to the impurity breaks down at these values of TP momenta. We think that this is a finite size effect, and the microscopic binding of qhs to the impurity deserves a more careful analysis which will be devoted to future work.
Finally, we calculated the Berry curvature trF(k) of the TP, where the trace is over the two degenerate states. In  FIG. 6 we plot the integrated curvature along x-direction, f 1D (k y ) = π/ax −π/ax dk x trF(k). We compare it to the value f 0 1D = −3 × 2a y expected for a homogeneous Berry curvature which gives rise to the expected Chern number C tot TP = −3. Away from k y = 0 the average Berry curvature agrees with the predicted value f 0 1D . Around k y = 0, on the other hand, the Berry curvature becomes large, which we attribute to an effect of the additional degeneracies with higher bands identified in FIG.5.
